Ivan Yefremov
Science fiction is at the intersection
of numerous fields. It is a literature
which draws on popular culture,
and which engages in speculation
about science, history, and all types
of social relations. This volume
brings together essays by scholars
and practitioners of science fiction,
which look at the genre from these
different angles. After an
introduction to the nature of
science fiction, historical chapters
trace science fiction from Thomas
More to more recent years,
including a chapter on film and
television. The second section
introduces four important critical
approaches to science fiction
drawing their theoretical inspiration
from Marxism, postmodernism,
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feminism and queer theory. The
final and largest section of the book
looks at various themes and subgenres of science fiction. A number
of well-known science fiction
writers contribute to this volume,
including Gwyneth Jones, Ken
MacLeod, Brian Stableford Andy
Duncan, James Gunn, Joan
Slonczewski, and Damien
Broderick.
The cult classic from the godfather
of Cuban science fiction, Agustín
de Rojas’s The Year 200 is both a
visionary sci-fi masterwork and a
bold political parable about the
perils of state power. Centuries
have passed since the Communist
Federation defeated the capitalist
Empire, but humanity is still
divided. A vast artificial-intelligence
network, a psychiatric bureaucracy,
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and a tiny egalitarian council
oversee civil affairs and quash
“abnormal” attitudes such as
romantic love. Disillusioned
civilians renounce the new society
and either forego technology to live
as “primitives” or enhance their
brains with cybernetic implants to
become “cybos.” When the Empire
returns and takes over the minds of
unsuspecting citizens in a scenario
that terrifyingly recalls Invasion of
the Body Snatchers, the world’s
fate falls into the hands of two
brave women. Originally published
in 1990, just after the fall of the
Berlin Wall and before the onset of
Cuba's devastating Special Period,
Agustín de Rojas’s magnum opus
brings contemporary trajectories to
their logical extremes and boldly
asks, “What does ‘the greatest
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good for the greatest number’ really
mean?”
Well-known critic Brian Stableford,
a former professor at the University
of Reading, contributes "a
fascinating and valuable attempt to
grapple with the questions of why
SF authors write what they write,
and why SF readers like what they
like"-Interzone. Contents:
Introduction; Approaches to the
Sociology of Literature; The
Analysis of Communicative
Functions; The Evolution of
Science Fiction as a Publishing
Category; The Expectations of the
Science Fiction Reader; Themes
and Trends in Science Fiction; and
Conclusion: The Communicative
Functions of Science Fiction.
Complete with Notes and
References, Bibliography, and
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Index.
H. G. Wells and All Things Russian
is a fertile terrain for research and
this volume will be the first to
devote itself entirely to the theme.
Wells was an astute student of
Russian literature, culture and
history, and the Russians, in turn,
became eager students of Wells’s
views and works. During the Soviet
years, in fact, no significant foreign
author was safer for Soviet critics
to praise than H. G. Wells. The
reason was obvious. He had met –
and largely approved of – Lenin,
was a close friend of the Soviet
literary giant Maxim Gorky and, in
general, expressed much respect
for Russia’s evolving Communist
experiment, even after it fell into
Stalin’s hands. While Wells’s
attitude towards the Soviet Union
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was, nevertheless, often
ambivalent, there is definitely
nothing ambiguous about the
tremendous influence his works
had on Russian literary and cultural
life.
The Land of Foam
USSR.
Space Exploration on Film
H.G. Wells and All Things Russian
The Year 200
Water, Modernity, and the Urban
Imagination

The Routledge Companion to
Science Fiction is a
comprehensive overview of the
history and study of science
fiction. It outlines major writers,
movements, and texts in the
genre, established critical
approaches and areas for future
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study. Fifty-six entries by a team
of renowned international
contributors are divided into four
parts which look, in turn, at:
history – an integrated
chronological narrative of the
genre’s development theory –
detailed accounts of major
theoretical approaches including
feminism, Marxism,
psychoanalysis, cultural studies,
postcolonialism, posthumanism
and utopian studies issues and
challenges – anticipates future
directions for study in areas as
diverse as science studies, music,
design, environmentalism, ethics
and alterity subgenres – a
prismatic view of the genre,
tracing themes and developments
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within specific subgenres.
Bringing into dialogue the many
perspectives on the genre The
Routledge Companion to Science
Fiction is essential reading for
anyone interested in the history
and the future of science fiction
and the way it is taught and
studied.
The author, a famed scientist, was
a leader of Soviet science fiction
and his book Andromeda launched
a decade that has been called the
Golden Age of Soviet science
fiction, but he also was an
inspiration to scores of gifted
young authors.
Compelling account of how ideas
of alien life have evolved for
general readers, amateur
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astronomers and undergraduate
students studying astrobiology.
Ivan Yefremov (1907-1972) was a
well-known Soviet scientist, a
professor of paleontology and a
talented writer of science fiction.
"No writer did as much as
Yefremov for science," wrote one
reader, "and no scientist did as
much as Yefremov for literature."
Andromeda is a novel about the
future of mankind. It depicts with
truly fantastic scope the
unparalleled bloom of science and
technology and the rise of a new
social order, and portrays the
Universe in the so-called Era of
the Great Circle, when Earth will
have constant communication
with space. Written in 1956, on
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the eve of the first attempts at
space exploration - when the word
"cosmonaut" still belonged
exclusively to the domain of
science fiction - the novel has long
since become widely known
throughout the world. It is
symbolic that, on the day of the
launching of the first Earth
satellite, readers congratulated
Yefremov on the dawning of the
Era of the Great Circle.
New World Review
The Fabric of Space
From the Steam Man to the Stars
An Encyclopedia
Red Star Tales
Tracking the Golden Isles
The beautiful hetaera Thais was
a real woman who inspired
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poets, artists and sculptors in
Athens, Memphis, Alexandria,
Babylon and Ecbatana. She
traveled with Alexander the
Great's army during his Persian
campaign and was the only
woman to enter the capitol of
Persia - Persepolis.Love,
beauty, philosophy, war, religion
- all that and more in a historic
masterpiece by Ivan Yefremov.
This dictionary covers the
history of Science Fiction in
literature through a chronology,
an introductory essay, and an
extensive bibliography. The
dictionary section has over 300
cross-referenced entries
including significant people;
themes; critical issues; and the
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most significant genres that
have formed science fiction
literature.
Thais, the best-selling novel by
Ivan Yefremov, a prominent
Russian scientist and writer,
was first published in Russia
nearly forty years ago. It has
sold millions of copies and to
some extent has shaped the
national cultural outlook on
femininity and true
humanity.Set in the era of
Alexander the Great, the book
tells a story of an Athenian
hetaera Thais, whose
fascinating image captures
readers' hearts and minds from
the very first chapter and
makes you fall in love with the
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heroine, or more precisely the
image created by Yefremov the image of a Muse, a word
that has gone out of use, as well
as the concept itself. The novel
embraces the authentic
historical overview and, with
more relevance to our time,
offers a unifying distinction of
the ancient philosophies and
religions through the prism of
the universal humane values of
all times. The pivoting point of
the novel is the female aspect of
divinity, the disregard, and
diminution of which led to the
domination of machismo
reflected in spiritual and social
trends, culture and ultimately
human progress. The time has
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come for the rest of the world
to discover Thais in order to
remind us all of what true
feminine beauty is - a
combination of beautiful body,
mind, and spirit; the very ideal
of a woman.
Stephen W. Potts presents
Arkady and Boris Strugatsky in
terms of their dual contributions
to the SF genre and to modern
Russian literature, placing their
work in both its historical and
literary context.
Soviet Science Fiction
Animal Teeth and Human Tools
The Second Marxian Invasion
Communicating the Science and
Culture of Astrobiology
H. G. Wells, Science Fiction, and
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Prophecy
A Space-Age Tale
Science and science fiction have
become inseparable—with common
stories, interconnected thought
experiments, and shared language.
This reference book lays out that
relationship and its all-but-magical
terms and ideas. Those who think
seriously about the future are
changing the world, reshaping how we
speak and how we think. This book
fully covers the terms that collected,
clarified and crystallized the futurists’
ideas, sometimes showing them off,
sometimes slowing them down, and
sometimes propelling them to fame
and making them the common
currency of our culture. The many
entries in this encyclopedic work offer
a guided tour of the vast territories
occupied by science fiction and
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futurism. In his Foreword, David Brin
says, “Provocative and enticing? Filled
with ‘huh!’ moments and leads to
great stories? That describes this
volume.”
In the years since Georges Méliès’s
Le voyage dans la lune (A Trip to the
Moon) was released in 1902, more
than 1000 science fiction films have
been made by filmmakers around the
world. The versatility of science fiction
cinema has allowed it to expand into a
variety of different markets, appealing
to age groups from small children to
adults. The technical advances in
filmmaking technology have enabled a
new sophistication in visual effects.
This second edition of Historical
Dictionary of Science Fiction Cinema
contains a chronology, an introduction,
and an extensive bibliography. The
dictionary section has over 400 crossPage 16/53
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referenced entries on important
personalities, films, companies,
techniques, themes, and subgenres.
This book is an excellent resource for
students, researchers, and anyone
wanting to know more about science
fiction cinema.
Perestroika in the Soviet Union has
necessitated a radical transformation
of the labour market. This book
encompasses a broad range of views
of labour policy-makers and
economists from the USSR and
abroad. It analyzes recent
developments in employment,
unemployment, wages and social
protection.
With this collection of essays, Anthony
J. Martin invites us to investigate
animal and human traces on the
Georgia coast and the remarkable
stories these traces, both modern and
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fossil, tell us. Readers will learn how
these traces enabled geologists to
discover that the remains of ancient
barrier islands still exist on the lower
coastal plain of Georgia, showing the
recession of oceans millions of years
ago. First, Martin details a solid but
approachable overview of Georgia
barrier island ecosystems--maritime
forests, salt marshes, dunes,
beaches--and how these ecosystems
are as much a product of plant and
animal behavior as they are of
geology. Martin then describes animal
tracks, burrows, nests, and other
traces and what they tell us about their
makers. He also explains how trace
fossils can document the behaviors of
animals from millions of years ago,
including those no longer extant. Next,
Martin discusses the relatively scant
history--scarcely five thousand
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years--of humans on the Georgia
coast. He takes us from the Native
American shell rings on Sapelo Island
to the cobbled streets of Savannah
paved with the ballast stones of slave
ships. He also describes the human
introduction of invasive animals to the
coast and their effects on native
species. Finally, Martin's epilogue
introduces the sobering idea that
climate change, with its resultant
extreme weather and rising sea levels,
is the ultimate human trace affecting
the Georgia coast. Here he asks how
the traces of the past and present help
us to better predict and deal with our
uncertain future.
The Fear and the Fury
Andromeda Nebula
Andromeda
Alien Life Imagined
Dinosaurs by the Decades: A
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Chronology of the Dinosaur in Science
and Popular Culture
A Chronology of the Dinosaur in
Science and Popular Culture

The Anthology 2
continues the series of
the writings of the most
popular SF writers in
the former USSR Notes on
the Authors Alexander
Belyaev (1884-1942),
author of ‘Invisible
Light’, became a legend
during his lifetime.
Although confined to his
bed with tuberculosis of
the spine, he studied
law, music, and science,
and wrote indefatigably.
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Among his most popular
science-fiction works
are The Amphibian,
Professor Dowell’s Head,
A Jump Into Nothingness,
and The Last Man from
Atlantis. Victor Saparin
(1905-), author of The
Magic Shoes’ E.
Zelikovich, author of ‘A
Dangerous Invention’,
Ivan Yefremov, author of
‘Shadows of the Past’
and ‘Cor Serpentis (The
Heart of the Serpent)’.
Mikhail Vasilyev, author
of ‘Flying Flowers’.
Anatoly Dnieprov, author
of The Maxwell
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Equations’. Valentina
Zhuravleva, author of
‘The Astronaut’.
Vladimir Dudintsev,
author of ‘A New Year’s
Fairy Tale’.
Critical study of Wells'
science fiction.
The culmination of more
than a decade of
fieldwork and related
study, this unique book
uses analyses of
perimortem taphonomy in
Ice Age Siberia to
propose a new hypothesis
for the peopling of the
New World. The authors
present evidence based
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on examinations of more
than 9000 pieces of
human and carnivore bone
from 30 late Pleistocene
archaeological and
palaeontological sites,
including cave and open
locations, which span
more than 2000 miles
from the Ob River in the
West to the Sea of Japan
in the East. The
observed bone damage
signatures suggest that
the conventional
prehistory of Siberia
needs revision and, in
particular, that cave
hyenas had a significant
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influence on the lives
of Ice Age Siberians.
The findings are
supported by more than
250 photographs, which
illustrate the bone
damage described and
provide a valuable
insight into the context
and landscape of the
fieldwork for those
unfamiliar with Siberia.
Science fiction is a
literary genre based on
scientific speculation.
Works of science fiction
use the ideas and the
vocabulary of all
sciences to create valid
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narratives that explore
the future effects of
science on events and
human beings. Science
Fact and Science Fiction
examines in one volume
how science has
propelled sciencefiction and, to a lesser
extent, how science
fiction has influenced
the sciences. Although
coverage will discuss
the science behind the
fiction from the
Classical Age to the
present, focus is
naturally on the 19th
century to the present,
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when the Industrial
Revolution and
spectacular progress in
science and technology
triggered an influx of
science-fiction works
speculating on the
future. As scientific
developments alter
expectations for the
future, the literature
absorbs, uses, and
adapts such contextual
visions. The goal of the
Encyclopedia is not to
present a catalog of
sciences and their
application in literary
fiction, but rather to
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study the ongoing flow
and counterflow of
influences, including
how fictional
representations of
science affect how we
view its practice and
disciplines. Although
the main focus is on
literature, other forms
of science fiction,
including film and video
games, are explored and,
because science is an
international matter,
works from non-English
speaking countries are
discussed as needed.
The History of Science
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Fiction
Soviet Life
A Century of Russian and
Soviet Science Fiction
Soviet Literature
Thais
Brill’s Companion to the
Reception of Alexander the
Great has something for
everyone who is interested in
the life and afterlife of
Alexander III of Macedon, the
Great.
A morally profound chamber
piece, A Legend of the Future
is a critique of morality. It
takes place inside a spaceship
after a crash takes place
during a failed mission to
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Titan, one of the Saturn
moons. The journey home
forces the crew to face its
innermost fears while
coexisting with each other in a
state of desperation. This
mesmerizing novel, recalling
Arthur C. Clarke’s 2001: Space
Odyssey, is a roman a clef
about the intense
pressures—economic,
ideological,
psychological—inside Socialist
Cuba. Praise for A Legend of
the Future "The best science
fiction writer in Cuba; the only
possible debate is which of his
works is the best.... His trilogy
of Spiral, A Legend of the
Future, and Year 200 is still
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the best of Cuban science
fiction.... With a very refined
style and well-established
scientific-social background,
Agustín’s work surprises
through its humanistic
content. His concerns
surrounding the meaning of
life and the evolution of human
beings put him in a privileged
place among national writers.”
—Cuenta Regresiva "The best
and most popular novelist of
this genre that the Island has
ever given.... He is considered
one of the principal exponents
of Cuban science fiction, and
he was undoubtedly the one
who knew how to best combine
solid scientific formation as
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plots and attractive characters
with a confidence well-based in
humanity’s socialist future.”
—Yoss "One of the best science
fiction writers in Cuba—and,
until [his death], one of the
best Cuban story tellers
alive.... Today Agustín de
Rojas’ work, from Spiral
through Catharsis and Society,
is admired by cult readers, progovernment thinkers, and
elitists alike." —Félix Luis
Viera, Cubaencuentro "The
most elevated figure in Cuban
science fiction." —Axxón
Agustín de Rojas (1949-2011)
is the patron saint of Cuban
science fiction. A professor of
the history of theater at the
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Escuela de Instructores de
Arte in Villa Clara, he is the
author of a canonical trilogy of
novels: Espiral (Spiral, 1982),
for which he was awarded the
David Prize; La leyenda del
futuro (The Legend of the
Future, 1985) and El año 200
(The Year 200, 1990), all
scheduled for publication in
English translation by Restless
Books. While influenced by
Ray Bradbury and a translator
of Isaac Asimov into Spanish,
he aligned himself with the
Soviet line of socialist realism
defined by the brothers Arkady
and Boris Strugatsky as well as
by Ivan Antonovich Yefremov,
author of The Andromeda
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Nebula, made into a movie
directed by Yevgeni
Sherstobitov and admired by
de Rojas. In Cuban literature,
he is said to have begun
writing after reading Miguel
Collazo’s El viaje (The
Journey). After the fall of the
Soviet Union, de Rojas stopped
writing science fiction and
embraced other themes such
as Christianity, about which he
wrote a novel called El
publican (1997), about the
disciples of Jesus Christ, that
was awarded the Dulce María
Loynaz Prize. He spent his last
years persuaded—and
persuading others—that Fidel
Castro did not exist. Nick
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Caistor is a British journalist,
non-fiction author, and
translator of Spanish and
Portuguese literature. He has
translated Cesar Aira, Paulo
Coelho, Eduardo Mendoza,
Juan Marsé, and Manuel
Vázquez Montalban, and he
has twice won the Valle-Inclán
Prize for translation. He
regularly contributes to Radio
4, the BBC World Service, the
Times Literary Supplement,
and the Guardian. He lives in
Norwich, England.
Ivan Yefremov (1908 – 1972)
was a Soviet writer and
paleontologist. In addition to
introducing a new
paleontological field
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taphonomy – the study of
fossilization patterns,
Yefremov has written a series
of novels and short stories,
including science fiction,
historic fiction, adventure and
drama.Yefremov is frequently
ridiculed for his enthusiasm
and faith in the viability of a
communist society, as
described in his best known
science fiction novel
"Andromeda Nebula". What is
frequently overlooked is
Yefremov's tremendous
knowledge of history and
profound understanding of
psychology. His future society,
while highly evolved, is not
impervious to mistakes. His
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future humanity, having
learned and discovered much,
is not pausing to rest on its
laurels - it continues to learn
and explore.It is not widely
known that his more mature
works such as "Hour of the
Bull" and "Razor Blade", had
the writer blacklisted by the
Soviet government, as
Yefremov's interpretation of a
fair and balanced society
deviated sharply from the
government propaganda of the
time.To Yefremov's fans he is
known for his thorough
scientific analysis, study of art
and history, emphasis on
physical and intellectual
balance and strong female
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characters.
Over the course of several
decades, scientific fact has
overtaken science fiction as
humankind's understanding of
the universe has expanded.
Mirroring this development,
the cinematic depictions of
space exploration over the last
century have evolved from
whimsical sci-fi fantasies to
more fact-based portrayals.
This book chronologically
examines 75 films that depict
voyages into outer space and
offers the historical, cultural,
and scientific context of each.
These films range from
Georges Melies' fantastical A
Trip to the Moon to speculative
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science fiction works such as
2001: A Space Odyssey,
Solaris, and Contact, and factbased accounts of actual space
missions as depicted in The
Right Stuff, Apollo 13, Salyut 7
and First Man. Each film is
analyzed not only in terms of
its direction, screenplay, and
other cinematic aspects but
also its scientific and historical
accuracy. The works of
acclaimed directors, including
Fritz Lang, George Pal, Stanley
Kubrick, Andrei Tarkovsky,
Robert Wise, Ron Howard,
Robert Zemeckis, Ridley Scott,
and Christopher Nolan, are
accorded special attention for
their memorable contributions
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to this vital and evolving
subgenre of science fiction
film.
Positions and Presuppositions
in Science Fiction
Science Fiction and Futurism
More Soviet Science Fiction
The New Soviet Labour Market
In Search of Flexibility
The Cambridge History of
Science Fiction
A study of water at the
intersection of landscape
and infrastructure in
Paris, Berlin, Lagos,
Mumbai, Los Angeles, and
London. Water lies at the
intersection of landscape
and infrastructure,
crossing between visible
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and invisible domains of
urban space, in the tanks
and buckets of the global
South and the vast
subterranean technological
networks of the global
North. In this book,
Matthew Gandy considers
the cultural and material
significance of water
through the experiences of
six cities: Paris, Berlin,
Lagos, Mumbai, Los
Angeles, and London.
Tracing the evolving
relationships among
modernity, nature, and the
urban imagination, from
different vantage points
and through different
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periods, Gandy uses water
as a lens through which to
observe both the
ambiguities and the limits
of nature as
conventionally understood.
Gandy begins with the
Parisian sewers of the
nineteenth century,
captured in the
photographs of Nadar, and
the reconstruction of
subterranean Paris. He
moves on to Weimar-era
Berlin and its protection
of public access to lakes
for swimming, the
culmination of efforts to
reconnect the city with
nature. He considers the
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threat of malaria in
Lagos, where changing
geopolitical circumstances
led to large-scale swamp
drainage in the 1940s. He
shows how the
dysfunctional water
infrastructure of Mumbai
offers a vivid expression
of persistent social
inequality in a
postcolonial city. He
explores the incongruous
concrete landscapes of the
Los Angeles River.
Finally, Gandy uses the
fictional scenario of a
partially submerged London
as the starting point for
an investigation of the
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actual hydrological
threats facing that city.
First published in 2003.
Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
The History of Science
Fiction traces the origin
and development of science
fiction from Ancient
Greece up to the present
day. The author is both an
academic literary critic
and acclaimed creative
writer of the genre.
Written in lively,
accessible prose it is
specifically designed to
bridge the worlds of
academic criticism and SF
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fandom.
Providing an appealing
chronology of "all things
dinosaur," this book
covers these ancient
creatures' roles and
surprising importance in
science, religion, and
society at large. •
Depicts the history,
breadth, depth, and
diversity of how humans
have learned about, argued
over, and made use of
dinosaurs—a resource
appropriate for public,
school, or academic
libraries • Examines the
events of the earliest
discoveries of fossilized
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remains of dinosaurs and
how those discoveries
often became interwoven
with religious ideas •
Includes photographs, a
glossary, an appendix of
geological time, and a
detailed, cross-referenced
index to assist
researchers and general
readers
Brave new words
A Taphonomic Odyssey in
Ice Age Siberia
Ancient Violence in the
Modern Imagination
Historical Dictionary of
Science Fiction in
Literature
Shadows of Future
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The Natural and Human
Histories of the Georgia
Coast
The first science fiction course in the
American academy was held in the early
1950s. In the sixty years since, science
fiction has become a recognized and
established literary genre with a
significant and growing body of
scholarship. The Cambridge History of
Science Fiction is a landmark volume as
the first authoritative history of the
genre. Over forty contributors with
diverse and complementary specialties
present a history of science fiction
across national and genre boundaries,
and trace its intellectual and creative
roots in the philosophical and fantastic
narratives of the ancient past. Science
fiction as a literary genre is the central
focus of the volume, but fundamental to
its story is its non-literary cultural
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manifestations and influence. Coverage
thus includes transmedia
manifestations as an integral part of the
genre's history, including not only short
stories and novels, but also film, art,
architecture, music, comics, and
interactive media.
For over a century, most of the science
fiction produced by the world's largest
country has been beyond the reach of
Western readers. This new collection
aims to change that, bringing a large
body of influential works into the
English orbit. A scientist keeps a
severed head alive, and the head lives to
tell the tale... An explorer experiences
life on the moon, in a story written six
decades before the first moon landing...
Electrical appliances respond to human
anxieties and threaten to crash the
electrical grid... Archaeologists discover
strange powers emanating from a
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Central Asian excavation site... A
teleporting experiment goes awry,
leaving a subject to cope with a bizarre
sensory swap... A boy discovers the
explosive truth of his father's
"antiseptic" work, stamping out dissent
on distant worlds... The last 100 years in
Russia have seen an astonishing
diversity and depth of literary works in
the science fiction genre, by authors
with a dizzying array of styles and
subject matter. This volume brings
together 18 such works, translated into
English for the first time, spanning
from path-breaking, pre-revolutionary
works of the 1890s, through the
difficult Stalinist era, to post-Soviet
stories published in the 1980s and
1990s.
Professor Ivan Yefremov (born 1907) is
well known both as a tireless fossil
hunter and a talented science-fiction
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writer. His fantasy ranges between the
mysteries of times long bygone and the
distant future. His novels include The
Land of Foam, where the scene is set in
ancient Egypt and Greece, and the
world-renowned Andromeda, in which
his fantasy roams two thousand years
ahead. The Heart of the Serpent, given
in this volume, was written in 1959. Its
subject is related to that of Andromeda.
Anatoly Dnieprov (born 1919), the
author of Siema, which he wrote in
1958, is a distinguished physicist who
works at an institute of the U.S.S.R.
Academy of Sciences. His first book
appeared in 1946. His favorite subject
is cybernetics - its amazing
achievements to date and its
breathtaking potentialities. Scientific
authenticity is a salient feature of his
writings. Victor Separin (born 1905), a
journalist by profession, is editor of the
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Soviet popular geographic magazine
Around the World. His fiction, which
treats of present-day scientific and
technical problems, is amazingly
realistic. In this volume he is
represented by The Trial of Tantalus, a
story dealing with prospects of
microbiology. Arkady and Boris
Strugatsky, authors of The Six Matches,
are frequent contributors to Soviet
popular science periodicals. Few
readers know, however, that the two
brothers are not professional writers.
Boris Strugatsky (born 1933) is an
astronomer and works at the computer
laboratory of Pulknovo Observatory.
Arkady (born 1925) is a linguist and
translator specializing in Japanese.
Valentina Zhuravleva (born 1933) is a
comparatively recent graduate of the
Azerbaijan Medical Institute. She was
probably promptedto try her hand at
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scientific fiction by the almost fantastic
possibilities offering in the field of
medicine. The bold flights of fancy in
her scientific thinking make her stories
particularly noteworthy. Bioautomation is the theme of her Stone
from the Stars, written
The collected essays in this volume
focus on the presentation,
representation and interpretation of
ancient violence – from war to slavery,
rape and murder – in the modern visual
and performing arts, with special
attention to videogames and dance as
well as the more usual media of film,
literature and theatre. Violence, fury
and the dread that they provoke are
factors that appear frequently in the
ancient sources. The dark side of
antiquity, so distant from the ideal of
purity and harmony that the classical
heritage until recently usually called
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forth, has repeatedly struck the
imagination of artists, writers and
scholars across ages and cultures. A
global assembly of contributors, from
Europe to Brazil and from the US to
New Zealand, consider historical and
mythical violence in Stanley Kubrick's
Spartacus and the 2010 TV series of the
same name, in Ridley Scott's Gladiator,
in the work of Lars von Trier, and in
Soviet ballet and the choreography of
Martha Graham and Anita Berber.
Representations of Roman warfare
appear in videogames such as Ryse: Son
of Rome and Total War, as well as
recent comics, and examples from both
these media are analysed in the volume.
Finally, interviews with two artists offer
insight into the ways in which
practitioners understand and engage
with the complex reception of these
themes.
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